On 25th of January, I participated a symposium titled ‘Art and Design Research:
Where Do I start?’ with MRes Arts Practice course colleagues. Dr Malcolm
Quinn who is my course director at the same time associate dean of research at
CCW graduate school, helped us along the symposium.
‘Researcher as Archivist’
Jina Lee
To answer the question ‘where does art & design research start?’ I have chosen
the mechanism of ‘archive’. People who are in an art field, the term neither
archive nor research are unfamiliar. However, people who are not related to art
society might wonder how archive and research can apply to art. Typically,
from the dictionary definitions, ‘research’ is underpinned as ‘scientific or
scholarly investigation’. Such a definition with common-sense understanding,
conjures images of white-gown dressed scientist experimenting new chemicals.
This is same with the term ‘archive’. Generally people imagine tweed-clad
historian surrounding by piles of documents in a library. However, Scientific
and scholarlyarchived research and art & design are perhaps a common
perception that has been interconnected since long time that they continued to
exist and feed off of one another to benefit of all.
Richard Pearce-Moses, writer of the Society of American Archivists defines
archives as:
Materials created or received by a person, family, or organization, public or
private, in the conduct of their affairs and preserved because of the enduring
value contained in the information they contain or as evidence of the functions
and responsibilities of their creator, especially those materials maintained
using the principles of provenance, original order, and collective control;
permanent records.
A Glossary of Archival and Records Terminology
available at www.archivists.org/glossary/
However, within the artistic community, these definition and understanding
seems to be little consensus as to what an archive is in art research. There are
already lots of researchers in art & design and I believe ‘archive’ is playing an
important role to them. Here, I want to consider how archive in art research
might be distinguished from other types of collections in more poetic and
romantic way, and most importantly, how its relationship with contemporary
art & design research might be framed.
Carolyn Steedman, who is professor at The university of Warwick claimed that
“the archive is a place of dreams”. He argues that archive helps people to sum
up new lines of thoughts and possibilities to re-think and re-classify received
information. In this sense, we can consider archive as discovery of records and
truths that have been hidden or a place where the research can seek to find his

or her identity through the process of historical identification. In other words, it
is a place to search for images in the past, which can confirm some sense of a
lost self.
Continuing with Steedman’s words, he also claims that the archive is a place of
longing where the world can turn on the discovery of an insignificant fragment.
I think this is what art & design researchers are after. If archive can be a place
for creating and re-working memory like what Steedman has said, out of many
solutions I assume archive can be an answer to the question ‘where art &
design begin’.
The archive is also that which determines that all these things said do not
accumulate endlessly in an amorphous mass, nor are they inscribed in an
unbroken linearity, nor do they disappear at the mercy of chance external
accidents; but they are grouped together in distinct figures, composed
together in accordance with multiple relations, maintained or blurred in
accordance with specific regularities; that which determines that they do not
withdraw at the same pace in time, but shine, as it were, like stars, some that
seem close to us shining brightly from far off, while others that are in fact
close to us are already growing pale. Michel Foucault
Along with Steedman’s view, here, Foucault is conveying the complexities of
the archive. Recent art & design researchers have engaged the archive as an
active and discursive system; moreover, development of technology and
Internet has increased researcher’s capacity to recode in digital storage. Digital
archive opened immediate access to un-formed information flow against form,
which means today, searcher can jump rapidly across a whole range of
documentary sources. In this sense, archive is no longer the problem of how to
access or collect documents, but it is rather, the problem of how to re-arrange
abundant information in one’s view.

Mike Feartherstone, in his writing on ‘Archive’ explains digital archive refer to
the further writings by Foucault on archive. Emphasizing the archive as a
decentred structure, Feartherstone cites Foucault’s quotes by regarding the
archive not only as archaeology but shifting the meaning of the archive away
from the unifying structure. In this point of view, researchers then create
multiplicity of discourses from an archived data. The digital archive then
presents new conceptual problems about the identity, distinctiveness and
boundaries of the datum and the document. Therefore, the digital archive
makes us to question about the constitution, formation and storage of
knowledge in the current art stage.
Art itself already has long history with thousands of artists, theorists and
critics. What contemporary art & design researchers need is to find one’s own
spaces for research, and decided how one will read the context out of copious
archives. The digital archive then should not be seen as just a part of the
present way of storage enabled by digital technologies that anyone can do the
same, but as providing a fluid, dynamic and professional storage.

This is Thomas Demand’s photograph titled ‘Archive’ and the model interior
was built by Demand himself. As you can see, models in the photo are empty
boxes in identical size, which allows viewers to think that Demand’s archive is
empty.Demand actually wanted to produce an artwork that escapes from its
archive. The only thing that is left in his photo is a set of archival hardware that
had lost its contents. I found this work from the book ‘The big Archive: Art
from Bureaucracy’ written by Sven Spieker in an epilogue. Not sure why
Spieker has put Demand’s empty archive in epilogue, but I would carefully
suggest that presenting us an index of its absence, Demand is making us
literally blinded through this work. And I believe it is our researcher’s job to
create our own archive within own reference.

To sum up, briefly I have looked at where art & design researchers can start
their research through archive. Considering how the term archive in art
research can be distinguished from other types of collections and most
importantly, how its relationship with contemporary art & design research
could be framed.

	
  

